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Six paleontologists search for bones. When they find them, they dig them up, wrap them, and load

them on a truck, bound for the museum. With simple text and vibrant illustrations, young readers

explore the process of finding and assembling bone fossils.Bones. Bones. We look for bones.We

look for the bones of dinosaurs.Supports the Common Core State Standards.
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This was my two-year-old's favorite book; for some time he and it were inseparable. Bold, simple

illustrations on bright backgrounds make a terrific fist visual introduction to the process dinosaur

bones undergo for extraction, study, and display. Thanks to this book, mine was the only toddler in

his peer group who could identify a paleontologist and explain what one des. Inspired by the story,

to this day one of his favorite games is to "dig" for imaginary dinosaur bones in the sand, "wrap"

them, pack them in "crates," load them on the "truck" (his stroller), and transport them to the

"museum" (our living room), where they are unloaded, assembled into "skeletons," and carefully

studied for the remainder of the day.

Byron Barton's "Bones, Bones..." has the simple, inevitable story line that my son loves, plus the

building up of the dinosaur image from the bones found in an archeological expedition. For any



dinosaur kid who is at the developmental stage of building up from the pieces - seeing the bones

uncovered, packed, transported and unpacked before assembly into a dino skeleton (T Rex, of

course) is a daily delight.It is a simple story, though, so choose for younger readers.

My 4 year old chose this book at the library and she loved it. The simplistic illustrations are bold and

perfect attention grabbers for little eyes. My daughter loves dinosaurs and this book kept her

interested from cover to cover. She kept flipping back to the fully built T Rex and clapping, while

pointing at parts and labeling them: "Foot, neck, head!" She for sure learned something from this

book and had fun reading the book with me.

"Bones. Bones. We look for the bones. We look for the bones of dinosaurs."This cute little book is

about paleontologists, though (thankfully) that word isn't used in it. It's brightly colored, with simple

illustrations, and an interesting theme. It probably cannot be read by your little reader, or at least not

the page that lists eight dinosaurs, unless they can sound out words like

"thecodontosaurus."Nonetheless, it is a cute book, and if your little one is interesting in dinosaurs

and dinosaur fossils, then he or she will probably like this book.

Dinosaur week was over when this book finally came in but I read through it and I believe the

children will really enjoy it so I am going to save it for Dinosaur week next year.

This is my 2 1/2 year old granddaughters favorite book! It's not lengthy but it is a good read and she

loves naming the dinos on the page they show all the different ones of

Excellent book for young children exploring dinosaurs. It is well illustrated and the text is appropriate

for kindergarten children.

This is an excellent children's book. It is a good story, the language is rhythmic, and it is a good

introduction to Palentology.
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